
 
 
28 
00:05:15.150 --> 00:05:26.040 
Denise Ellsworth: Okay, so it's my pleasure to turn the floor over to Dr Jamie strange and Dr 
strange is a longtime be researcher with the usga he was formerly at the Logan B lab. 
 
29 
00:05:26.970 --> 00:05:32.070 
Denise Ellsworth: where he primarily focused on bumblebees but other be research work as 
well. 
 
30 
00:05:32.550 --> 00:05:48.840 
Denise Ellsworth: We were really lucky here at Ohio State to be able to have Jamie Jamie come 
and join us about two years ago, as Professor researcher and Chair of our entomology 
department so Jamie thanks so much for taking the time with us this morning and i'll turn the 
floor over to you. 
 
31 
00:05:56.820 --> 00:05:58.320 
Denise Ellsworth: And I see your slides. 
 
32 
00:05:58.560 --> 00:06:00.180 
Jamie Strange: Sorry, I lost my. 
 
33 
00:06:00.510 --> 00:06:02.340 
Jamie Strange: My unmute button once I went to. 
 
34 
00:06:02.370 --> 00:06:03.450 
Jamie Strange: screen shares. 
 
35 
00:06:03.510 --> 00:06:04.380 
Denise Ellsworth: I hear ya. 
 
36 
00:06:06.540 --> 00:06:07.920 
Like a bit of a mystery. 
 
37 



00:06:09.660 --> 00:06:12.960 
Jamie Strange: If we can get to Okay, you should be seeing the slide show now. 
 
38 
00:06:13.140 --> 00:06:13.680 
Denise Ellsworth: If they do. 
 
39 
00:06:14.640 --> 00:06:23.370 
Jamie Strange: Alright, so thanks for having me everyone, this is really exciting to be here and to 
be able to present to you today. 
 
40 
00:06:24.060 --> 00:06:35.910 
Jamie Strange: Before I kick off on the whole, be thing, which is why we're really here, I just 
wanted to make a couple acknowledgments and the first is that today we're celebrating the 
first juneteenth as a US federal holiday. 
 
41 
00:06:36.420 --> 00:06:48.030 
Jamie Strange: For those of you who don't know this President Biden signed this yesterday and 
it's a celebration of the fulfillment of the emancipation proclamation and it can 65 and ended 
the federal. 
 
42 
00:06:48.870 --> 00:06:58.200 
Jamie Strange: federally endorsed slavery was the end of federal indoor slavery in the United 
States, I just want to acknowledge that the land that Ohio State University occupies and the 
land that i'm sitting on. 
 
43 
00:06:58.620 --> 00:07:04.200 
Jamie Strange: occupies the ancestral and contemporary territory of the shawnee put a lot of 
told me. 
 
44 
00:07:04.890 --> 00:07:15.930 
Jamie Strange: Delaware Miami peoria Seneca wind ojibwe and cherokee peoples, and 
specifically the university resides on land seated in the 1795 treaty of greenville. 
 
45 
00:07:16.350 --> 00:07:28.620 



Jamie Strange: And the forced removal of tribes, to the Indian removal act of 1830 I honor the 
resiliency of these tribal nations and recognize the historic context that have and continue to 
affect indigenous peoples of this land. 
 
46 
00:07:30.810 --> 00:07:35.730 
Jamie Strange: So talking about methodology and the study of bs and. 
 
47 
00:07:36.420 --> 00:07:52.050 
Jamie Strange: want to give you some definitions we're going to kick off into defining things a 
little bit of background on bs i'm going to throw in a lot of our least I hope it's a lot for some of 
you have sort of current research is going on, besides the real one of my real goals is to kind of. 
 
48 
00:07:53.670 --> 00:07:58.440 
Jamie Strange: educate you what people are studying right now and what they think is is 
critical. 
 
49 
00:07:59.640 --> 00:08:03.180 
Jamie Strange: kind of what we study is often a representation of what's important. 
 
50 
00:08:04.350 --> 00:08:13.950 
Jamie Strange: So methodology says branch of entomology branch of biology concerning the 
scientific study of bees and according to Wikipedia which had this nice concise definition. 
 
51 
00:08:14.310 --> 00:08:25.650 
Jamie Strange: It covers species in the great in the claim and thoughtful and i'll talk about that 
in a minute, and this within the super family appointee which includes some some wasps as 
well. 
 
52 
00:08:26.190 --> 00:08:33.660 
Jamie Strange: And there's about 20,000 species that includes some of the common ones that 
you know about bumblebees honey bees mason bees, etc. 
 
53 
00:08:38.040 --> 00:08:50.100 
Jamie Strange: Alright, I will warn you right now upfront that I will be using Latin you've already 
encountered a few Latin words you're going to encounter more I sympathize with those of you 
who would like me to speak only using. 



 
54 
00:08:50.460 --> 00:08:59.490 
Jamie Strange: Modern English, but unfortunately science does not always cooperate with us, I 
was a solid C minus Latin students in my one semester of Latin. 
 
55 
00:08:59.820 --> 00:09:07.260 
Jamie Strange: In college, I did not take it again because I did not want that punishment, but 
unfortunately I decided to become a scientist. 
 
56 
00:09:07.890 --> 00:09:12.270 
Jamie Strange: And I was forced to learn a bunch of Latin, or at least to be able to use it. 
 
57 
00:09:12.720 --> 00:09:22.680 
Jamie Strange: In a lot of cases we don't have common names for the things we're going to talk 
about where we do, I will try to use those to help you out, but where we know we're stuck with 
the Latin. 
 
58 
00:09:23.460 --> 00:09:32.250 
Jamie Strange: For better for worse, and so i'm going to use it and I I tend to spark sprinkler 
through pretty pretty freely, I found long ago it's easier, just to learn. 
 
59 
00:09:32.490 --> 00:09:43.710 
Jamie Strange: Latin than it was to learn both the Latin and the common name so i'm trying to 
undo some of that habit for you, but you are going to run into some Latin in this talk so I 
apologize to those of you upfront who don't like me to do that. 
 
60 
00:09:45.540 --> 00:10:06.060 
Jamie Strange: um, of course, that definition begs the question what the heck is a bee bees are 
in the order hyman opera which includes a ants wasp soft lies and the bees as well they're in 
this clade and fossella and thoughtful of being the ones that we consider to be the the true 
bees. 
 
61 
00:10:07.890 --> 00:10:15.810 
Jamie Strange: Bees have a dependence on pollen derive policy, you know from plant some 
flowers it's the mail on gamut of of plants. 
 



62 
00:10:16.560 --> 00:10:21.570 
Jamie Strange: And they use that to feed their larvae one of the reasons they use it's because it 
tends to be pretty high in protein. 
 
63 
00:10:22.080 --> 00:10:33.030 
Jamie Strange: And fat content it's pretty nutritious lots of vitamins and minerals in that so it 
makes a great food for your developing larvae if you're a mother be and they use that for for 
that purpose. 
 
64 
00:10:33.720 --> 00:10:42.150 
Jamie Strange: In order to facilitate the collection of this pollen from plants bees have evolved 
branched hairs and those branch tears can occur on. 
 
65 
00:10:42.600 --> 00:10:49.920 
Jamie Strange: All over their bodies are just on specific areas of their bodies, but bees have 
these brands Harris, which allows them to pick up these little pollen grains. 
 
66 
00:10:50.610 --> 00:11:02.460 
Jamie Strange: more easily than just having straight hairs they also have long tongues relative 
to the wasps so OSS you think of as sort of meat eaters they're often feeding on caterpillars or 
aphids and. 
 
67 
00:11:03.660 --> 00:11:13.800 
Jamie Strange: or or even Paris enticing other insects, but they don't typically have long tongue 
so long tongue species have relative to those are for really for accessing. 
 
68 
00:11:14.430 --> 00:11:23.310 
Jamie Strange: The nectar which is produced in the neck trees and plants in their flowers or or 
other parts of plants are some extra floral nectarines that exist as well. 
 
69 
00:11:25.440 --> 00:11:35.760 
Jamie Strange: And then there's a bunch of morphological on things so CD michener the great 
melancholy just would have said well actually the the post cereal pro nodal lobe is. 
 
70 
00:11:36.390 --> 00:11:53.970 



Jamie Strange: distinct but small etc, etc, we don't need to go into the morphological details 
probably be on the ones we've just covered so i'm going to spare you that part of what a B is 
and and we'll just go with the upper things long tongues branch tears feeding on pollen. 
 
71 
00:11:55.710 --> 00:12:07.500 
Jamie Strange: A there's a huge variety of these, and I did mention that 20,000 going to get into 
that a little bit in a minute, but they come in all shapes and sizes well, maybe not all shapes and 
sizes, but a variety of shapes and sizes. 
 
72 
00:12:08.910 --> 00:12:22.440 
Jamie Strange: This picture on the left is a picture of wallace's giant be mega kylie Pluto and eli 
wyman a buddy of mines holding it there, showing us how big this thing is on he looks pretty 
happy that he he found it. 
 
73 
00:12:23.520 --> 00:12:39.750 
Jamie Strange: The this be measures about four centimeters which For those of you who want 
the conversion is a little over an inch and a half, so that's from the the tip of the abdomen up to 
the top of the head you'll notice, if I can get my pointer up here that. 
 
74 
00:12:41.820 --> 00:12:42.660 
These are color. 
 
75 
00:12:43.830 --> 00:12:44.370 
Green leaves. 
 
76 
00:12:48.600 --> 00:12:58.470 
Jamie Strange: um you'll notice, this is the mandible So these are the jaws that, be they look 
pretty hefty there I would imagine this can bite, as well as thing but um. 
 
77 
00:12:59.430 --> 00:13:04.800 
Jamie Strange: So that's a nice nice chunky be over here, on the other side we've got you know 
production minima. 
 
78 
00:13:05.760 --> 00:13:14.460 
Jamie Strange: And this is perched on the head of a carpenter be some of you may know about 
carpenter bees you've probably seen those these are, but these. 



 
79 
00:13:15.210 --> 00:13:29.940 
Jamie Strange: Are tiny little bees just anybody, so this may or may not be the smallest be in the 
world, but, but it is certainly among the smallest of the bees and and it's a specialist on some 
flowers, that is pollinators and it's small size, facilitates that. 
 
80 
00:13:32.850 --> 00:13:42.390 
Jamie Strange: there's a lot of other sort of morphological variation morphological meaning 
variation in characteristics of the body so either the size, the shape the color. 
 
81 
00:13:43.080 --> 00:13:47.640 
Jamie Strange: Special organs that are developed on the outside of the beef or pollen collection 
things like that. 
 
82 
00:13:48.630 --> 00:13:56.730 
Jamie Strange: We have something that looks an awful lot like wasps on these parasitic be 
sometimes look this way we've got these you know sort of fuzzy or ones. 
 
83 
00:13:57.210 --> 00:14:06.030 
Jamie Strange: Like the, this is a blueberry be happy to put a laborious and then we've got this 
bombus pencil manic is a Bumblebee the the American Bumblebee here. 
 
84 
00:14:06.510 --> 00:14:19.230 
Jamie Strange: Those big fuzzy bees, we have the ones that you're probably most familiar with a 
lot of you, this is the honeybee the European honey and then again here's that little part of 
done and then we've got these wheat metallic bees that come, this is a. 
 
85 
00:14:20.460 --> 00:14:30.900 
Jamie Strange: Small carpenter be in the genius Sarah China on this is a blue orchard be, and 
this is a sweat be down here, so we get different colors different shapes different amounts of 
hair. 
 
86 
00:14:31.590 --> 00:14:38.730 
Jamie Strange: Different striping patterns, you know there's all sorts of things that help us tell 
these bees apart, these are all bees, they all fall in that category. 
 



87 
00:14:40.410 --> 00:14:41.700 
Jamie Strange: In that group and thoughtful. 
 
88 
00:14:43.200 --> 00:14:52.050 
Jamie Strange: So you know, with so many bees, you might wonder where they are well this 
recent paper just came out on led by Michael or looking at where bees are distributed around 
the world. 
 
89 
00:14:52.350 --> 00:15:02.070 
Jamie Strange: On the darker colors on this map show where species are most rich and so on 
there's areas of particular richness around the world. 
 
90 
00:15:02.730 --> 00:15:09.720 
Jamie Strange: Here in South Africa, the Mediterranean Turkey in in in China and. 
 
91 
00:15:10.410 --> 00:15:21.060 
Jamie Strange: Other parts of Asia here generally if you notice there's a general pattern that a 
lot of these occur and dry deserts of the world, not all of the diversity is there, but a lot of it is 
and that holds true. 
 
92 
00:15:21.480 --> 00:15:28.950 
Jamie Strange: Here in North America, where the American Southwest and Mexico have a lot of 
the diversity visa as well. 
 
93 
00:15:31.770 --> 00:15:34.470 
Jamie Strange: Now, most of you know, the honeybee. 
 
94 
00:15:36.480 --> 00:15:49.470 
Jamie Strange: Most of you know, the Bumblebee or maybe even several different bumblebees 
that you're familiar with, because there are about 260 bumblebees vcs in the world and and 
about 40 or excuse me 50 in North America. 
 
95 
00:15:50.490 --> 00:16:02.850 



Jamie Strange: And you may also know a few other bees, maybe you know some sweat beads 
maybe you know mason bees are leaf cutter bees um but you know a few bees and, if you think 
about that okay we'll put those bees up here. 
 
96 
00:16:04.770 --> 00:16:05.160 
Jamie Strange: But. 
 
97 
00:16:06.300 --> 00:16:13.560 
Jamie Strange: there's a lot of other species out there that we don't that you may not actually 
know what they are, I don't know what most of them are either, quite honestly, because there's 
so many. 
 
98 
00:16:14.160 --> 00:16:24.210 
Jamie Strange: and put that in context of Ohio where i'm sitting right now we have about 400 to 
500 species of these there's about 320 or so dots on this page. 
 
99 
00:16:24.660 --> 00:16:30.750 
Jamie Strange: So really what you're looking at is very much if you know, three or four or even 
20 species you're looking at the tip of the iceberg. 
 
100 
00:16:31.320 --> 00:16:35.430 
Jamie Strange: For what might occur, where you're living whatever state or province or country 
you're in. 
 
101 
00:16:36.300 --> 00:16:45.900 
Jamie Strange: You know you just know the tip of the iceberg, and if we zoom out a little bit 
more and say we put you know, several maybe say 4000 dots on the map um. 
 
102 
00:16:46.740 --> 00:16:56.160 
Jamie Strange: And that's about how many are distributed in the United States, so 4000 
different species bees and really these three up here that that we just talked about. 
 
103 
00:16:57.300 --> 00:17:03.780 
Jamie Strange: And like again, even if you know 20 you only know a very small proportion of 
what's actually there so. 
 



104 
00:17:04.200 --> 00:17:15.360 
Jamie Strange: This is really, you know as a scientist very exciting because there's a lot of 
diversity and a lot of differences within these bees and that's what i'm going to move on to and 
talk about next. 
 
105 
00:17:17.730 --> 00:17:25.170 
Jamie Strange: One of the things that is particularly interesting and excites a lot of people who 
studies for a living is this idea that there are some bs their social. 
 
106 
00:17:25.560 --> 00:17:36.240 
Jamie Strange: And there are some things that are solitary and bees, the species of bees occur 
across the spectrum with the solitary bees being you know, a single mom who raises her 
offspring. 
 
107 
00:17:36.690 --> 00:17:46.380 
Jamie Strange: On other bs tend to live in aggregations and there's somewhere along this social 
spectrum and then other beast vcs are you social and they live in these complex colonies. 
 
108 
00:17:47.040 --> 00:17:53.250 
Jamie Strange: Where there's a single Queen and lots of individuals i'm going to break down 
each of these categories, a little bit for you as we go forward. 
 
109 
00:17:54.270 --> 00:17:56.100 
Jamie Strange: So you can understand some of this diversity. 
 
110 
00:17:57.870 --> 00:18:06.750 
Jamie Strange: About 90% of all the species as 20,000 species about 90% of them are either 
solitary or parasitic. 
 
111 
00:18:07.530 --> 00:18:26.370 
Jamie Strange: to break that down further 75% or you know that we know of our are 
considered solitary species so really out of that 20,000 15,000 species of bees are solitary and 
probably most of those I would say, are unstudied or very understudied. 
 
112 
00:18:28.590 --> 00:18:40.050 



Jamie Strange: Interestingly, about 15% are estimated to be parasitic there's some arguments 
about exactly what that percentage is, but it is a fair sized chunk in about 10% of social so of all 
of those. 
 
113 
00:18:41.370 --> 00:18:49.680 
Jamie Strange: Of those 20,000 species was maybe 2000 social species that are out there, so it's 
actually a fairly small group really. 
 
114 
00:18:51.060 --> 00:19:04.680 
Jamie Strange: Even though we might they might be the ones we see the most the honeybees 
the bumble bees, some of the sweat bees, so we encounter those quite frequently they're very 
common in the environment, but as far as the number of species, they represent it's fewer. 
 
115 
00:19:06.540 --> 00:19:15.390 
Jamie Strange: So I want to talk a little bit about solitary bz give you some idea about how 
solitary bees live being that they're the ones that you might be the least familiar with. 
 
116 
00:19:16.080 --> 00:19:24.930 
Jamie Strange: I use this example of injury now can data, and this, this is from a study done by 
on the value system that bow heart back in 1968. 
 
117 
00:19:25.830 --> 00:19:31.530 
Jamie Strange: Where they they dug up a bunch of ness of this species to kind of understand 
how this solitary be lives its life. 
 
118 
00:19:32.430 --> 00:19:39.750 
Jamie Strange: It has an annual cycle, meaning that an egg will begin one year in the spring, it 
will hatch developed into a larvae. 
 
119 
00:19:40.110 --> 00:19:49.710 
Jamie Strange: pupate and then in the next spring, that that will emerge as an adult that be, will 
it will lay it's make its mass lay eggs and then it dies, so it has one year cycle. 
 
120 
00:19:50.370 --> 00:20:02.700 



Jamie Strange: Generally, this is how solitary nice work there are some solitary beast within 
might have multiple generations within a year that's a condition we call multi voting ISM where 
one generation of yours university aneurysm. 
 
121 
00:20:03.720 --> 00:20:16.380 
Jamie Strange: That will be on the exam later so write it down, but there are different lifestyles 
that's all i'm saying here and and these ones typically have this annual colony lifestyle or annual 
life cycle for the individuals. 
 
122 
00:20:17.790 --> 00:20:21.690 
Jamie Strange: This particular species nest in the soil about 10 centimeters deep some. 
 
123 
00:20:22.170 --> 00:20:31.890 
Jamie Strange: solitary species that nest in the soil and that's much deeper some solitary CC 
don't nest them so they nest in cavities in stems of plants or in. 
 
124 
00:20:32.250 --> 00:20:40.410 
Jamie Strange: A wood what holds board into would buy Beatles and things like that there are 
beings that live in snail shells that had been abandoned so. 
 
125 
00:20:40.860 --> 00:20:46.020 
Jamie Strange: There are a lot of different habitats that solitary bees will occupy. 
 
126 
00:20:46.890 --> 00:20:56.760 
Jamie Strange: I found a leaf cutting be ness in the out, you know in outlet plugs on outside 
outlets of the House, and probably some of you run into similar situations. 
 
127 
00:20:57.690 --> 00:21:06.930 
Jamie Strange: So there they can be very opportunistic as to where they nast but this particular 
species goes about 10 centimeter deep some species go much deeper on some much more 
shallow. 
 
128 
00:21:07.650 --> 00:21:11.460 
Jamie Strange: This species also makes on what you have here is this nest tube. 
 
129 



00:21:12.330 --> 00:21:23.010 
Jamie Strange: That they dig and they actually dig it out, and this is called Tony July, this is the 
dirt that's been expelled from this nest forms a little mound eventually wind and water will 
wash it away and it'll just be. 
 
130 
00:21:23.340 --> 00:21:29.730 
Jamie Strange: just be a little hole, but they did this, and then they go in and they dig these little 
pockets here they'll provision them with. 
 
131 
00:21:30.240 --> 00:21:39.030 
Jamie Strange: pollen that they collect here's a pollen ball, this is a picture from that same study 
they provision it with this poem on the land egg on it that attaches and here so larvae. 
 
132 
00:21:39.690 --> 00:21:48.720 
Jamie Strange: That has hatched and it's eating this poem ball once it consumes that it'll pupate 
and go through this people stage, and then it will the next year emerges and adult. 
 
133 
00:21:50.310 --> 00:22:01.020 
Jamie Strange: This particular species only has two to maybe four cells per each to that things 
down here um, however, some species of bees will put many more. 
 
134 
00:22:02.520 --> 00:22:15.150 
Jamie Strange: nest or rather NK cells within a particular borough and then some species only 
did one borough and some species, like this one will take multiple burrows with just a few 
individuals. 
 
135 
00:22:16.290 --> 00:22:24.180 
Jamie Strange: After the be after this female be provisions, the nest with Paul and it doesn't and 
lays it takes it doesn't really provide more brood care. 
 
136 
00:22:24.960 --> 00:22:36.060 
Jamie Strange: Beyond that they they tend to go and then they dig the nest next in this case, 
they plug this one up I put a plug at the top, to keep parasites from coming in, but then they 
move on to the next one and dig a new tunnel. 
 
137 
00:22:37.290 --> 00:22:49.110 



Jamie Strange: A couple things to note, too, is that each female can reproduce on that becomes 
important distinguishing it from sociality and there's no overlap of generations, in other words 
you don't have an adult female. 
 
138 
00:22:50.430 --> 00:22:54.180 
Jamie Strange: Mother with her adult female daughter in the nest at the same time. 
 
139 
00:22:56.100 --> 00:23:05.010 
Jamie Strange: So you sociality or sociality or you sociality as we often call the more highly 
evolved aspects of this involve. 
 
140 
00:23:06.000 --> 00:23:10.440 
Jamie Strange: sort of the opposite of that, so we have this reproductive reproductive division 
of Labor. 
 
141 
00:23:11.310 --> 00:23:31.200 
Jamie Strange: Where we have a queen who lays the eggs and is responsible for reproducing so 
she's made it and lays eggs, we have workers who are sterile females that that don't lay eggs 
and we have males in some species called drones that whose primary purposes reproduction. 
 
142 
00:23:32.370 --> 00:23:35.730 
Jamie Strange: So they they are mostly they're just to meet with the females. 
 
143 
00:23:38.010 --> 00:23:43.800 
Jamie Strange: overlapping generations signified by this point, this is a stylized Bumblebee 
network diagram. 
 
144 
00:23:44.250 --> 00:23:54.870 
Jamie Strange: Here the little workers down here and there, you can see ones on bringing in 
honey and putting it Nice are bringing nectar and putting in these honey pots another one 
sitting here in a little lump of brood. 
 
145 
00:23:55.440 --> 00:24:06.180 
Jamie Strange: Helping to maintain that brute temperature and then here's the Queen and 
she's up there, laying eggs and and and that's her main goal at that point. 
 



146 
00:24:06.930 --> 00:24:20.160 
Jamie Strange: bumblebees had this annual colony cycle, so, while they have this overlap with 
generations, at the end of the year, the workers and the males all die off after after the Queen 
and males mate after the new Queens and males make. 
 
147 
00:24:20.700 --> 00:24:26.730 
Jamie Strange: That queen will overwinter by herself and then in the spring, she founds a nest 
by herself. 
 
148 
00:24:27.450 --> 00:24:38.100 
Jamie Strange: This is called primitively use social, unlike honeybees were a number of the 
workers will survive the winter, with the Queen and help her get the nest going again the 
following spring. 
 
149 
00:24:39.000 --> 00:24:43.890 
Jamie Strange: So there are different levels of you sociality as well, but they all. 
 
150 
00:24:44.640 --> 00:24:57.840 
Jamie Strange: Then, contribute to this cooperative care of the young or care of the brood 
where all of the Queen and the workers in the case of bumblebees or in the case of honey bees 
just multiple workers will take care of offspring so. 
 
151 
00:25:00.300 --> 00:25:17.160 
Jamie Strange: This is sociality and again it's probably the least common of the ways that bees 
live, but it is one that a lot of you know about so it's an important one, as well, because it allows 
us to get very large colonies of times with lots of bs out there pollinating and doing things. 
 
152 
00:25:19.170 --> 00:25:29.280 
Jamie Strange: there's also the parasitic or cuckoo bees, and this is a really interesting group so 
in this each of the females can reproduce much like the solitary bees. 
 
153 
00:25:30.120 --> 00:25:41.730 
Jamie Strange: they're often hosts specific so that you'll have a parasitic species that Paris 
entices only one or two other species there they don't necessarily go around and personalize 
every, be they see. 
 



154 
00:25:42.840 --> 00:25:52.740 
Jamie Strange: It, but they do focus on certain species, they tend to invade the nest they lay 
their eggs on the pollen mass that's been put there by the host be. 
 
155 
00:25:53.160 --> 00:25:59.190 
Jamie Strange: And then that that female leaves she may or may not come back to that 
particular nests later. 
 
156 
00:25:59.850 --> 00:26:07.590 
Jamie Strange: The larvae then hatches out of the egg and usually what these parasitic ones do 
is they'll eat the egg of the host that's been late on the pollen mass. 
 
157 
00:26:08.010 --> 00:26:14.760 
Jamie Strange: And then they eat that pollen mass they don't collect pollen themselves and 
provision, which is why they're considered parasites. 
 
158 
00:26:15.540 --> 00:26:32.910 
Jamie Strange: And a lot of them sort of lack a lot of hair so they're also thought to be relatively 
poor pollinators they may of course i'm engaging incidental pollination, because a lot of them 
do forage for nectar and probably eat some pollen to help develop their ovaries as adults. 
 
159 
00:26:34.830 --> 00:26:48.930 
Jamie Strange: Social parasites are subgroup of the cuckoo bees and so within, for example, 
bumblebees i'll talk about that there are a number of species of parasitic bumblebees that don't 
actually produce. 
 
160 
00:26:49.980 --> 00:26:58.140 
Jamie Strange: A worker cast of their own, so the the parasitic queen will invade a nest that's an 
established nesta bumblebees. 
 
161 
00:26:59.730 --> 00:27:02.400 
Jamie Strange: And she will you serve the Queen that's in there. 
 
162 
00:27:03.060 --> 00:27:16.830 



Jamie Strange: either by killing her or displacing her and then she'll use the workers of that 
previous of the host queen to raise her own generation of reproductive adults, but there are no 
workers that she is the direct mother of only the ones that she she served. 
 
163 
00:27:18.390 --> 00:27:21.810 
Jamie Strange: And it's not always that usurpation happens. 
 
164 
00:27:23.610 --> 00:27:39.210 
Jamie Strange: By strict parasites so sometimes one species of Bumblebee that actually can 
produce a order cast will invade a nest take it over and you serve that and they'll they'll use 
that nest itself, so there is a spectrum of parasitism. 
 
165 
00:27:40.260 --> 00:27:44.670 
Jamie Strange: Okay, this is to remind me that I need to have a pro parasite rant here. 
 
166 
00:27:44.970 --> 00:27:54.240 
Jamie Strange: Because there's a lot of discussion people get upset when they see parasites, or 
when they see things that they think are hurting their bs and i'm here to tell you that parasites 
are great. 
 
167 
00:27:54.570 --> 00:28:05.940 
Jamie Strange: parasites, are an indication of a healthy ecosystem, these are also native bees 
it's 15% of the beast these we see out there are parasitic bees. 
 
168 
00:28:06.420 --> 00:28:13.620 
Jamie Strange: And that's telling us that what that sort of tells us is that the populations of 
some of the native bees at the Paris enticing are also healthy. 
 
169 
00:28:14.190 --> 00:28:21.930 
Jamie Strange: Because they can support parasite populations, so when you read something 
about don't make a be hotel because, after a couple years you see a lot of parasites. 
 
170 
00:28:22.230 --> 00:28:30.300 
Jamie Strange: i'm telling you that that's cool and you can learn a lot by watching parasites 
they're really interesting and they do show us that the ecosystem with we have are functioning. 
 



171 
00:28:31.110 --> 00:28:39.510 
Jamie Strange: So that's the end of my parasite rant just want to throw it out there, I think 
parasitic bees are awesome and I think you should explore a little bit about what they do. 
 
172 
00:28:40.380 --> 00:28:54.270 
Jamie Strange: And, and the lifestyles they lead, which are pretty fascinating and the 
evolutionary adaptations they show are really pretty incredible So there you go i'll leave it at 
that parasites rule. 
 
173 
00:28:55.620 --> 00:29:03.030 
Jamie Strange: So, historically, much of the effort of melody colleges has done to sort of 
cataloguing the 20,000 plus species. 
 
174 
00:29:04.140 --> 00:29:15.600 
Jamie Strange: We generally group the work of these folks into taxonomy or systematics and 
these these two disciplines have given us a sort of structure bees an organization. 
 
175 
00:29:16.560 --> 00:29:19.080 
Jamie Strange: That includes seven different families to sort of. 
 
176 
00:29:19.890 --> 00:29:33.000 
Jamie Strange: largely encompass that diversity NBC we've got the validity, the body which 
includes the honeybees the bumblebees carpenter bees and a bunch of others on the mega 
cavity which include the leaf cutter bees, the mason bees. 
 
177 
00:29:33.720 --> 00:29:42.420 
Jamie Strange: And dramedy which are the mining these liquidity, the sweat bees, the plaster 
bees, the Community, and this that are trinity which is this. 
 
178 
00:29:43.020 --> 00:29:51.780 
Jamie Strange: Australian group of large bs in Australia, we don't have any in the United States 
but, but they are another family, so we have these large groups that we have. 
 
179 
00:29:52.350 --> 00:30:05.130 



Jamie Strange: taxonomy being the science of description identification nomenclature, so how 
we named the bees they're the ones that we can blame for the Latin that I nearly failed as an 
undergraduate um and classification. 
 
180 
00:30:05.820 --> 00:30:14.940 
Jamie Strange: This allows us to differentiate the species using these morphological or physical 
characteristics that we see on them behavior we use genetics, etc. 
 
181 
00:30:16.050 --> 00:30:24.000 
Jamie Strange: and provides these names for organisms like with the genus and species so 
that's the Latin So when I say bombus Pennsylvania guess. 
 
182 
00:30:24.750 --> 00:30:41.730 
Jamie Strange: that's a Bumblebee which is bombus and all the bumblebees obama's and 
Pennsylvania kiss being this species name and that's the America the common name, for that is 
the American Bumblebee it's not the Pennsylvania Bumblebee which you would think it is, but 
you know. 
 
183 
00:30:43.050 --> 00:30:52.200 
Jamie Strange: it's difficult systematics However, in contrast, is the science of discovering and 
describing those evolutionary relationships among the organisms so. 
 
184 
00:30:52.590 --> 00:31:01.530 
Jamie Strange: taxonomy helps us describe what they are and put them in categories that are 
closely related ones in systematics then looks at like how these things evolved. 
 
185 
00:31:02.820 --> 00:31:20.130 
Jamie Strange: There are a number of on taxonomic tools out there to help you with 
identifications and understanding how the bees go there's some that are online tools that I 
think are worth investing investigating discover life org I naturalist the sort of companion APP 
to that seek. 
 
186 
00:31:21.720 --> 00:31:27.510 
Jamie Strange: is also available bug guide there's a bunch of stuff i'm going to cover at the end 
about different. 
 
187 



00:31:28.650 --> 00:31:32.220 
Jamie Strange: programs she involved with to help identify these and catalog them but. 
 
188 
00:31:33.390 --> 00:31:36.690 
Jamie Strange: There are, these are just some of the big ones there, of course, are a ton of 
books. 
 
189 
00:31:37.050 --> 00:31:44.700 
Jamie Strange: field guides to various be groups and things like that one of the coolest things, 
this is a great Paper came out this year it's it's exciting it's. 
 
190 
00:31:45.120 --> 00:31:57.060 
Jamie Strange: In its infancy, I would say, but has a lot of potential in the future is using artificial 
intelligence deep learning computer vision, combining these things, to help us identify species 
of bees. 
 
191 
00:31:57.480 --> 00:32:02.670 
Jamie Strange: For pictures, because, of course, what are we doing now we're taking a lot of 
pictures of bees were uploading them on to the web. 
 
192 
00:32:03.120 --> 00:32:12.630 
Jamie Strange: And we're having you know, in some cases, people like me go in and identify 
them one by one picture by picture that can take a lot of time and a lot of energy and. 
 
193 
00:32:13.650 --> 00:32:22.830 
Jamie Strange: We get these backlog is because it's you know we all have other jobs as well we 
do you know when we do online identification bees it's it's volunteer work generally um. 
 
194 
00:32:23.460 --> 00:32:30.300 
Jamie Strange: So it can take a lot of time to get through those this is really exciting, because it 
can take pictures and it can actually place these individual bees. 
 
195 
00:32:30.960 --> 00:32:40.140 
Jamie Strange: into groups and so we've got you know, in this case, this is for you West coasters 
here, this is bombus lap I guess both of these color forms is a black form which is mostly in 
California. 



 
196 
00:32:41.100 --> 00:32:47.700 
Jamie Strange: and southern Oregon and then there's this red form which occurs throughout 
the rest of the range in the in the Pacific Northwest and the intermountain West. 
 
197 
00:32:48.120 --> 00:33:02.850 
Jamie Strange: On this be is called sub I want to pass the black tail Bumblebee on it, it, it can 
identify both of these different color morphs as the same species, it places them into that when 
you use this. 
 
198 
00:33:03.510 --> 00:33:10.140 
Jamie Strange: here's two different forms of the rusty patch Bumblebee are currently our own 
are federally endangered species of Bumblebee. 
 
199 
00:33:10.620 --> 00:33:21.150 
Jamie Strange: On it can take these two different color forms, this is the worker, this is the 
Queen and it can place them into the same grouping with this artificial intelligence and likewise 
it separates out these other species. 
 
200 
00:33:22.290 --> 00:33:36.330 
Jamie Strange: That are flying around in the area, and so this is really exciting, this is a paper 
just came out this year so it'll be exciting to see how this develops and how good it gets at 
identifying these these bees from pictures and I think it gives us a chance to really. 
 
201 
00:33:37.980 --> 00:33:42.570 
Jamie Strange: streamline our work and make give us a lot more ability to get these things 
done. 
 
202 
00:33:43.740 --> 00:33:56.940 
Jamie Strange: Okay, so now we know that it would be is what a B is, why should we care, and 
this is a lot of what sort of methodology does is it studying arm the the values of bees and the 
habits of bees and the things they do. 
 
203 
00:33:58.980 --> 00:34:13.470 



Jamie Strange: We can think of it in two ways so there's ecosystem services and those would be 
the benefits provided to humans by an organism, in this case bees, the big ones being 
pollination and you know and then there's these cultural benefits things like. 
 
204 
00:34:14.580 --> 00:34:23.610 
Jamie Strange: Honey wax pollen but also you know the benefits we have of coming together 
and beekeeping clubs or in a group, like this, so they're you know they're there are. 
 
205 
00:34:24.210 --> 00:34:36.360 
Jamie Strange: sort of also these unspoken benefits of just being able to gather and talk about 
bees and be excited about it there's agricultural value to bees, I think this is probably where 
most of the interest in these historically has come from. 
 
206 
00:34:37.620 --> 00:34:45.870 
Jamie Strange: They pollinate you're both wild and manage these are effective pollinators and 
agricultural production and I just listed a bunch here. 
 
207 
00:34:46.200 --> 00:35:00.930 
Jamie Strange: probably read through that list so i'm not gonna bother doing it for you, but 
there are a lot of different bees that are used commercially and managed commercially to for 
production and and and they give us quite a bit of value and and help us with the diet that we 
eat. 
 
208 
00:35:03.690 --> 00:35:11.670 
Jamie Strange: Commercial pollinators This is just again sort of highlight these these are 
honeybees honey bee hives most of you have probably seen something that looks a lot like this. 
 
209 
00:35:12.000 --> 00:35:26.850 
Jamie Strange: This is a Bumblebee colony, that you can purchase commercially to pollinate 
general that are used in greenhouses in this case, you see some strawberries there, but the 
main market is for greenhouse grown tomatoes, but but they sell a lot for other things as well. 
 
210 
00:35:28.830 --> 00:35:29.400 
Jamie Strange: And then there's. 
 
211 
00:35:30.510 --> 00:35:41.610 



Jamie Strange: Then there's these, this is a alfalfa leaf pending B cells in a in a before just to 
show you the individual cells, where individual larvae or puberty is living at this moment um. 
 
212 
00:35:42.330 --> 00:35:51.930 
Jamie Strange: And they we have the nesting boards that are moved around and then the cells 
will use commercially and then this is a Board should be another commercial be on that is sold 
in North America. 
 
213 
00:35:54.180 --> 00:35:59.130 
Jamie Strange: So there are a number of labs that look at bs in agriculture and study. 
 
214 
00:36:00.180 --> 00:36:04.260 
Jamie Strange: You know, ways to keep these healthy ways to manage bees, how to be 
efficient, with those. 
 
215 
00:36:04.590 --> 00:36:09.630 
Jamie Strange: And i'm just highlighting a few i'm not trying to split into the other labs out 
there, I just pulled the ones that I know. 
 
216 
00:36:09.930 --> 00:36:21.960 
Jamie Strange: This is my former workplace pollinating insect biology management systematic 
research unit, which is a usda lab that focus just focuses just on the non honeybees so 
bumblebees. 
 
217 
00:36:22.350 --> 00:36:31.830 
Jamie Strange: In this case, of this picture I think these are mason bees and this but also leaf 
cutting bees and and others that have agricultural importance. 
 
218 
00:36:33.570 --> 00:36:44.970 
Jamie Strange: there's you know labs across the country again, probably in most of the States 
and provinces there's at least one lab where somebody is studying music this point in some 
aspect of them. 
 
219 
00:36:46.380 --> 00:36:49.680 
Jamie Strange: I want to highlight a little bit of work from our department, this is read Johnson. 
 



220 
00:36:50.280 --> 00:36:57.870 
Jamie Strange: He works, a really he's doing a lot of work with honeybees but other species 
well, but he really wants to understand the impacts of agriculture on bees. 
 
221 
00:36:58.200 --> 00:37:07.080 
Jamie Strange: And so he's got a couple of ongoing studies, one is looking at toxicology and 
that's how pesticides and heavy metals and the environment are impacting. 
 
222 
00:37:07.830 --> 00:37:14.490 
Jamie Strange: various pieces of bs honey bees bumblebees squash bees one experiment that 
he's doing. 
 
223 
00:37:15.150 --> 00:37:20.370 
Jamie Strange: So, you know how do these things that these commonly run run into how do 
they affect their growth and development. 
 
224 
00:37:20.820 --> 00:37:28.650 
Jamie Strange: On those the kind of questions he's asking there he's using these genomic 
techniques to be able to investigate the kinds of pollen the bees are foraging on. 
 
225 
00:37:28.980 --> 00:37:42.270 
Jamie Strange: And so you send them a sample of pollen and he can analyze it and tell you what 
species of plants that Paul was derived from just based on the pollen loads that your bees are 
bringing in um if you got honey bees. 
 
226 
00:37:43.320 --> 00:37:53.850 
Jamie Strange: And then he's also understand the impacts of soybeans on honeybee health and 
how you know it's for a long time, so it means was sort of thought of us like really kind of 
neutral for for honeybees like. 
 
227 
00:37:55.110 --> 00:38:02.940 
Jamie Strange: And did they do anything but it turns out that actually a lot of soybean cultivars 
produce a lot of nectar and and even pollen that the. 
 
228 
00:38:03.450 --> 00:38:13.830 



Jamie Strange: The beach us to develop their colleagues and and how do you think he'd be safe 
in areas where there's a lot of soybeans that might be being sprayed by pesticides, so all these 
projects he's got her interacting. 
 
229 
00:38:14.220 --> 00:38:22.800 
Jamie Strange: And and understanding how agriculture effects bees and how bees also affect 
agriculture are one of the main things we do is be researchers. 
 
230 
00:38:24.210 --> 00:38:26.610 
Jamie Strange: So there's a lot of ecological importance to bees. 
 
231 
00:38:27.870 --> 00:38:37.620 
Jamie Strange: And, and we think of them and wild lands and I think you know at least a lot of 
my work has been in areas that are less agricultural and more sort of mountain meadows and. 
 
232 
00:38:39.060 --> 00:38:46.830 
Jamie Strange: You know more more pristine areas but, but not always and, but these are 
important for those pollination because, especially the native bees. 
 
233 
00:38:47.160 --> 00:38:55.260 
Jamie Strange: um we're not putting honey bees out on a lot of those sites for pollination were 
relying on the bees that are there to do this in our ecosystems um. 
 
234 
00:38:56.520 --> 00:39:00.510 
Jamie Strange: These are native bees, especially can also be very important where plant 
pollination. 
 
235 
00:39:01.050 --> 00:39:11.760 
Jamie Strange: We do a lot of study of Community colleges, to understand how pollination 
affects those communities and then these are can also be seen as ecological indicators so how 
healthy is the environment. 
 
236 
00:39:12.300 --> 00:39:18.090 
Jamie Strange: Is there pesticide toxicity going on how is climate change, impacting organisms. 
 
237 



00:39:18.990 --> 00:39:24.450 
Jamie Strange: How does habitat loss affect these these are great study organisms for all of 
these things. 
 
238 
00:39:24.720 --> 00:39:34.920 
Jamie Strange: And i'm going to highlight next coming up here next a couple of really recent 
studies i've tried to pull some of the recent literature, the things I think are like really cool stuff 
that's going on um and. 
 
239 
00:39:35.280 --> 00:39:41.220 
Jamie Strange: In a lot of these categories so i'm going to run through a few of those before we 
move on to conservation, but. 
 
240 
00:39:43.080 --> 00:39:50.790 
Jamie Strange: This is from a study by john Mola who's right now, he was at uc Davis he's now 
with the usgs in Colorado and. 
 
241 
00:39:51.690 --> 00:39:58.920 
Jamie Strange: He they did a study this is part of his PhD dissertation he was looking at the 
meadows in the mountains of northern California and studying bumblebees. 
 
242 
00:39:59.640 --> 00:40:08.280 
Jamie Strange: Focusing on two species of bumblebees that were there and he's interested to 
know that how forests affect be dispersal throughout. 
 
243 
00:40:08.550 --> 00:40:15.330 
Jamie Strange: These mountain meadow complexes so you've got a meadow and then you've 
got you can see these pictures over here, these tree lines and often you can have you know. 
 
244 
00:40:16.380 --> 00:40:23.250 
Jamie Strange: A kilometer so of trees before the next meadow and so, how does this affect 
dispersal of these bumblebees across the landscape. 
 
245 
00:40:23.490 --> 00:40:31.410 
Jamie Strange: And are these meadows kind of isolated from one another and so he collected 
throughout all these meadows over here and appear and throughout California. 



 
246 
00:40:31.710 --> 00:40:38.910 
Jamie Strange: i'm in this area of California should say and looked at whether or not these bees 
were from single mass we're going to multiple meadows. 
 
247 
00:40:39.900 --> 00:40:47.730 
Jamie Strange: And so it was really neat was he saw that yeah you know in in a lot of cases like 
this one species of Bumblebee the Boston sense key Bumblebee. 
 
248 
00:40:48.480 --> 00:40:58.260 
Jamie Strange: This or yellow face Bumblebee, as some people call it was moving pretty freely 
across these meadow complexes and it didn't seem to be isolated all this other be. 
 
249 
00:40:59.580 --> 00:41:08.610 
Jamie Strange: called bombus by various the name just changed Thank you taxonomists once 
again um this is now bombus Vancouver aransas, which is the Vancouver Bumblebee. 
 
250 
00:41:09.090 --> 00:41:14.730 
Jamie Strange: On this one didn't fly nearly as far didn't use, as many of those meadows from 
site to site. 
 
251 
00:41:15.330 --> 00:41:22.350 
Jamie Strange: And, and so, but but what's interesting is that those probably a really important 
in single meadows single colonies do a lot of impact there. 
 
252 
00:41:22.620 --> 00:41:31.350 
Jamie Strange: um, but these other species are moving maybe moving a lot of pollen from 
meadow meadow and causing a lot of the more for plant genetic admixture that's out there. 
 
253 
00:41:31.830 --> 00:41:36.930 
Jamie Strange: At the same time he calculated these estimated forging distances and you can 
see this as promised by fairies. 
 
254 
00:41:37.290 --> 00:41:46.200 



Jamie Strange: It only goes probably about 250 meters from its nest on average it stays pretty 
close to home, whereas this Boston sense key um Bumblebee. 
 
255 
00:41:46.530 --> 00:41:58.440 
Jamie Strange: will go out almost two kilometers that's you know that's well over a mile so i'm 
pretty striking difference and forging range, I think this is kind of a neat study to show how. 
 
256 
00:41:58.920 --> 00:42:05.280 
Jamie Strange: Bees are moving across the landscape and the potential impacts of palm 
movement that they're they're doing for plants as well. 
 
257 
00:42:07.200 --> 00:42:10.530 
Jamie Strange: Another species this one's from how this was done in Miami university. 
 
258 
00:42:11.820 --> 00:42:21.060 
Jamie Strange: This they did this study, removing the flowers of an eye and I, I can only imagine 
how hard it is to remove flowers bomber honeysuckle on. 
 
259 
00:42:21.480 --> 00:42:30.960 
Jamie Strange: So they took the flowers from this invasive plant that grows on forest edges and 
they removed a bunch and they looked at the impacts on the beach community from removal 
of. 
 
260 
00:42:31.350 --> 00:42:35.670 
Jamie Strange: of just the floral resource comparing it to areas where they didn't remove that 
for resource. 
 
261 
00:42:36.180 --> 00:42:47.220 
Jamie Strange: And what was interesting, is it seems like when the honeysuckle flowers are 
there, it increases the number of large bees that are foraging on those fields adjacent to the 
forest edges um. 
 
262 
00:42:47.730 --> 00:42:54.960 
Jamie Strange: So that's kind of interesting oh so we get more big bees, probably because of the 
big bees come into take advantage of this honeysuckle. 
 



263 
00:42:55.440 --> 00:43:01.350 
Jamie Strange: um but what they saw was that, after two years of removal you actually saw 
more species. 
 
264 
00:43:01.740 --> 00:43:15.990 
Jamie Strange: That were coming into these fields adjacent to these edges, where they 
removed the flowers, so it actually increases species richness to remove the invasive which is 
really neat so we get more native bees more smaller bees coming in. 
 
265 
00:43:17.160 --> 00:43:27.690 
Jamie Strange: And and and also a higher number of bees on the fields, once this honey suckles 
removed, and so this has some really I think just really cool implications for. 
 
266 
00:43:28.200 --> 00:43:39.660 
Jamie Strange: habitat restoration and removal of the invasive species as their and landscapes 
and probably I don't need a reason to cut honeysuckle out i'll do that anyway, but, but I think 
this is a great. 
 
267 
00:43:41.160 --> 00:43:48.210 
Jamie Strange: demonstration that it actually can be useful in restoring be communities by 
getting rid of some of these invasive. 
 
268 
00:43:50.490 --> 00:44:03.810 
Jamie Strange: here's this study actually was I was involved in this, because of showing some 
how pesticides have impacted bees so some of you might remember if we have some 
oregonians out there, there was a be kill and Wilson Jill Oregon I think it's. 
 
269 
00:44:05.220 --> 00:44:19.410 
Jamie Strange: On this this isn't papers and out yet it's impressed so we're hoping to see it, the 
next week or two, but we took a lot of those bees, and this was in conjunction with desert see 
society for invertebrate conservation out in portland. 
 
270 
00:44:20.700 --> 00:44:27.300 
Jamie Strange: And these bees were killed people reported this kill and rich Hatfield whose 
hand is shown here. 
 



271 
00:44:28.260 --> 00:44:34.920 
Jamie Strange: For scale with a pencil and you can see how many dead bumblebees are lying 
this parking lot and there's just. 
 
272 
00:44:35.490 --> 00:44:47.490 
Jamie Strange: Thousands and thousands and we we did some estimates and estimated there 
about 55,000 minimum of 55,000 dead bumblebees in the parking lot after this pesticide spray 
um. 
 
273 
00:44:48.450 --> 00:44:57.750 
Jamie Strange: We then took a sub sample of those bees and we tried it we want to know how 
much impact that the this one particular be poisoning had. 
 
274 
00:44:58.170 --> 00:45:03.300 
Jamie Strange: On colonies in the area and we estimated that that the number of bees that we 
were killed. 
 
275 
00:45:03.690 --> 00:45:12.240 
Jamie Strange: A winner about sick represented about 600 different colonies, and this is just 
that species of Boston since the Bumblebee this doesn't include. 
 
276 
00:45:12.630 --> 00:45:22.320 
Jamie Strange: Other Bumblebee species so almost 600 colonies of bumblebees were a foraging 
and this one single parking lot and be were impacted by this be kill. 
 
277 
00:45:23.310 --> 00:45:31.740 
Jamie Strange: that's that's an immense number of colonies and a huge impact, so we can see 
that, like we have to be really careful about these pesticides, because these may be traveling. 
 
278 
00:45:32.130 --> 00:45:44.160 
Jamie Strange: Again, remember from john most study these these might be coming in two or 
more kilometers to forge on this parking lot so that the spray that you do in one place isn't 
impacting a very large area and a lot of colonies. 
 
279 
00:45:46.740 --> 00:45:55.050 



Jamie Strange: This is a study actually also out of Ohio State University Mary gardeners lab and 
Dr katie turret just defended her dissertation did this work. 
 
280 
00:45:55.590 --> 00:46:07.710 
Jamie Strange: i'm looking at the effects of urbanization and habitat loss on be communities 
and so on the left here again Latin, this is from them, so you can't blame me for this Latin. 
 
281 
00:46:08.190 --> 00:46:20.250 
Jamie Strange: These are the plant species and then on the right or the bcc so what you What 
this shows you, these are network diagrams, this is the hippest Melissa the honeybee 
bumblebees leaf cutter bees. 
 
282 
00:46:21.330 --> 00:46:34.290 
Jamie Strange: Egg apartment or since what these and then what plants, they fed on so trifle 
Liam is clover and you can see the atheist, Melissa has a very strong connection to trifle him as 
does. 
 
283 
00:46:35.250 --> 00:46:50.790 
Jamie Strange: bombus the bumblebees So these are two species that really use tri fold them 
the other be species as possible doesn't even seem to care about trifling at all, and so this is 
sort of showing how various be species connect to the plants in their environment. 
 
284 
00:46:51.810 --> 00:46:57.630 
Jamie Strange: And you also So this was done in these vacant lots and Cleveland to look at how. 
 
285 
00:46:58.260 --> 00:47:05.640 
Jamie Strange: Removal of homes and they can see impact be communities and what they saw 
was it more species and higher numbers of small bees. 
 
286 
00:47:06.060 --> 00:47:13.230 
Jamie Strange: were found is the amount of green space around these lots increases, so if you 
have vacant lots that are near a lot of other vacant lots there's a lot of green space. 
 
287 
00:47:13.920 --> 00:47:21.180 
Jamie Strange: You get you get more bees species and higher numbers of the small ones they 
can't necessarily disperse very well. 



 
288 
00:47:22.050 --> 00:47:27.420 
Jamie Strange: So if you have parks and green ways within a city, you can increase the number 
of pieces you've got. 
 
289 
00:47:27.780 --> 00:47:38.610 
Jamie Strange: And that's one of the take home messages from this, but also what was very 
interesting, we think of these as needing you know we just talked about invasive species, but in 
some ways, these non native species these. 
 
290 
00:47:39.240 --> 00:47:48.600 
Jamie Strange: The clover, which is non native is supporting a lot of be diversity in these urban 
areas, we can probably. 
 
291 
00:47:49.590 --> 00:47:57.720 
Jamie Strange: increase bees even more by increasing the amount of native plant species that 
we're we're putting in in these green spaces um. 
 
292 
00:47:58.380 --> 00:48:08.820 
Jamie Strange: But this is a really interesting study and it does show us those impacts of 
urbanization on our be communities and how those bees are functioning in these 
environments. 
 
293 
00:48:10.230 --> 00:48:16.500 
Jamie Strange: And then another speech or another study, I just wanted to highlight the last 
one i've got so this is looking at pathology. 
 
294 
00:48:17.010 --> 00:48:27.540 
Jamie Strange: we're always you know we hear these are sick, we understand that these are 
declining in some cases, and so what gets them sick this recent study by lauer Figaro and. 
 
295 
00:48:28.650 --> 00:48:44.130 
Jamie Strange: who's was working with comic art at cornell university they did this study and 
looked at Christie balmy which says gut pathogen that affects bumblebees bomb by being from 
bombus or from the bumblebees so there's this gut pathogen. 
 



296 
00:48:44.790 --> 00:48:50.340 
Jamie Strange: It can it causes colony declines in individual colonies of bumblebees and some 
other. 
 
297 
00:48:51.180 --> 00:49:01.860 
Jamie Strange: Some other pathologies, and they were looking to see whether nutritional stress 
is a factor in how severe, this is, and they actually looked across bcc looked at it. 
 
298 
00:49:02.190 --> 00:49:10.860 
Jamie Strange: In blue orchard bees and and alfalfa leaf putting these to see if this pathogen a 
could infect those and be what the impacts of nutritional stress we're on this. 
 
299 
00:49:11.130 --> 00:49:22.770 
Jamie Strange: And what they found was that access the pollen actually improve survival of 
infected bees and this underscores for us how important having good nutrition for bs is so that 
they can. 
 
300 
00:49:23.100 --> 00:49:30.630 
Jamie Strange: They can withstand some of these parasite and pesticide effects that they might 
run into and that declines and disease. 
 
301 
00:49:30.870 --> 00:49:43.110 
Jamie Strange: are not always simple but there's often complex factors that feed into what 
makes it be sick at any given time, and so we can't just say this is the thing that's causing it it's 
often multiple things that feed into this. 
 
302 
00:49:44.160 --> 00:49:46.500 
Jamie Strange: So I just want to move into. 
 
303 
00:49:47.730 --> 00:49:54.150 
Jamie Strange: Some talk about conservation Community science efforts to kind of wrap up this 
hour there's. 
 
304 
00:49:54.930 --> 00:50:05.790 



Jamie Strange: Denise pointed out, the US native national native be monitoring research 
coordination network, and I want to just throw that up here this page if you go to this webpage 
you can just. 
 
305 
00:50:06.480 --> 00:50:13.530 
Jamie Strange: Google US National native be monitoring and it'll come up um and we also have 
there's a Twitter page. 
 
306 
00:50:14.070 --> 00:50:21.240 
Jamie Strange: Twitter feed out there, you can follow, and probably some other social media 
that i'm i'm unaware of, but go check it out. 
 
307 
00:50:22.080 --> 00:50:36.120 
Jamie Strange: there's some interesting reading it we're we're just we're building this out, this is 
led by hollis what are they at uc riverside i'm a part of the organizing group for this and I 
encourage you to see what we're doing there's also a number of links and things here, you can 
follow. 
 
308 
00:50:37.530 --> 00:50:48.960 
Jamie Strange: This is relatively new effort if you're on that, and you click on the Community 
science page or kimmy sounds tab up here and take you to this page and it'll tell you here's how 
you can help collect data on native bees. 
 
309 
00:50:49.800 --> 00:51:03.360 
Jamie Strange: And so you can scroll down below this and there are a bunch of tabs i'm going to 
show you in a second here's the website so it's us native bees calm and that'll get you there. 
 
310 
00:51:04.230 --> 00:51:13.890 
Jamie Strange: So I encourage you to do that some of you may have come here because of that 
site, so you probably already know that there's links on there to on that page about Community 
science. 
 
311 
00:51:14.370 --> 00:51:26.820 
Jamie Strange: To the great sunflower project to I naturalist projects and also to Bumblebee 
watch, among others, and there's a bunch of state level projects as well, that you can access on 
that page. 
 



312 
00:51:28.170 --> 00:51:39.810 
Jamie Strange: click through so you can get involved in be monitoring and helping scientists, like 
me and the other folks and folks I highlighted do their work and understand what's going on 
with these and track them. 
 
313 
00:51:41.610 --> 00:51:48.120 
Jamie Strange: So that is the end of the slideshow like finished 10 minutes early, so I guess, we 
have time for Q amp a Denise. 
 
314 
00:51:49.170 --> 00:51:54.120 
Denise Ellsworth: that's great Jamie because there are Thank you so much for that great 
overview, there are a lot of really good questions. 
 
315 
00:51:55.680 --> 00:51:59.670 
Denise Ellsworth: And so the first question that came to the top as about. 
 
316 
00:52:01.110 --> 00:52:14.520 
Denise Ellsworth: Soil nesting bees, one of the questions, a little further down was a what 
percentage of bees are soil nesting of the solitary bees and then the specific question was 
what's the effects of wood chip mulch on on bees. 
 
317 
00:52:16.020 --> 00:52:25.800 
Jamie Strange: i'm all right i'm gonna I don't know what the percentage of so unless think these 
as it is, I believe, the majority of these species actually are soil nesters. 
 
318 
00:52:27.090 --> 00:52:33.060 
Jamie Strange: And you know part of that can depend on how you define it to like a lot of 
bumblebees will nest in the soil. 
 
319 
00:52:34.080 --> 00:52:43.710 
Jamie Strange: But yeah a lot of these species, it is a huge proportion of the species I don't 
know the exact percentage so um, but it is the majority and then. 
 
320 
00:52:45.660 --> 00:52:53.130 



Jamie Strange: yeah so would most you know I think this is a great question there's and I think 
i'll i'm going to expand the questions that one might ask. 
 
321 
00:52:55.350 --> 00:53:02.880 
Jamie Strange: We have an answer 70% of us at 70% of these pieces are so investors, thank you 
um the. 
 
322 
00:53:04.470 --> 00:53:14.520 
Jamie Strange: yeah, so I would expand the question to say like what is the impact of bark 
mulch, what are the impact of putting down, you know if you put down pebbles are rocks to 
cover your landscape. 
 
323 
00:53:16.440 --> 00:53:17.610 
Jamie Strange: What are the impacts of. 
 
324 
00:53:18.990 --> 00:53:30.540 
Jamie Strange: We bury your cloth and so you can see, like a lot as probably depends on and 
where you are and where you're putting it, how much of the land you're covering with with 
these various treatments. 
 
325 
00:53:31.530 --> 00:53:40.020 
Jamie Strange: We know that putting out a weed barrier the bees can only go so deep so any 
species that needs to go deeper than that well nest in places where there's we barrier down 
i'm. 
 
326 
00:53:41.520 --> 00:53:49.590 
Jamie Strange: With bark mulch you can put bark Masonic can exclude these from getting into a 
lot of them prefer bare soil and they want to have a bare soil to go into. 
 
327 
00:53:50.880 --> 00:53:59.700 
Jamie Strange: rocks in some cases, you can put these pebbles down sort of string pebbles and 
that'll you know, be a nice barrier the bees can often get down between it, but sometimes they 
don't like that either so. 
 
328 
00:54:00.000 --> 00:54:08.100 



Jamie Strange: i'm my you know advice, if I were to give advice would be that leaving some bare 
ground is is a good policy. 
 
329 
00:54:09.510 --> 00:54:16.860 
Jamie Strange: You can probably partition parts of any land you're dealing with to some, which 
is just bare soil others which is. 
 
330 
00:54:17.820 --> 00:54:25.920 
Jamie Strange: Has has a pebble some has would bark so all these things they're not all bad 
sometimes on the beach do fine with them. 
 
331 
00:54:26.640 --> 00:54:34.110 
Jamie Strange: But you probably the more complex your habitat is the more species you're 
going to be accommodating so. 
 
332 
00:54:34.500 --> 00:54:44.520 
Jamie Strange: I would say, like bark mulch over everything's probably not good i'm leaving 
some bare ground is probably good, and if you know you have a nesting aggregation then 
dumping bark mulch on it's probably a bad idea. 
 
333 
00:54:45.930 --> 00:55:01.800 
Denise Ellsworth: Okay, great there was a question about the current status on banning certain 
pesticides for for be or pollinator health and i'll let you, you know take these questions, 
whatever direction you'd like to have a side question was also about herbicides and whether 
herbicides hornby's. 
 
334 
00:55:03.330 --> 00:55:18.570 
Jamie Strange: yeah so you know I i'm not a pesticide specialist by any stretch of the 
imagination um, so there are efforts, of course, your Europeans have bands and pesticides that 
will be in the band some i'm. 
 
335 
00:55:19.230 --> 00:55:33.570 
Jamie Strange: In the United States, we don't have I mean there have been pesticides which are 
banned in the US, for various reasons, as well as far as banning things like neo nicotine noise I 
don't think that's I don't think that's happened in most places I don't think it's. 
 
336 



00:55:35.010 --> 00:55:49.020 
Jamie Strange: likely right now but that's that's, not to say I could be wrong there might be 
efforts out there to to do this from regulators, but yeah I think there's certainly some pesticides 
which are more dangerous to be. 
 
337 
00:55:50.970 --> 00:56:01.800 
Jamie Strange: Probably a lot of those are context dependent to like this one in Oregon that I 
was part of that study that the pesticides were applied against label recommendations. 
 
338 
00:56:02.280 --> 00:56:09.840 
Jamie Strange: So it was applied to blooming flowers, while bees were foraging on that's that's 
a recipe for disaster so. 
 
339 
00:56:10.380 --> 00:56:16.410 
Jamie Strange: there's probably a lot of space where we can tighten up regulations, where we 
can use education to combat a lot of these things. 
 
340 
00:56:17.100 --> 00:56:24.210 
Jamie Strange: For sure as far as herbicides herbicides um you know again it's a complex thing 
like if you're trying to get rid of. 
 
341 
00:56:24.630 --> 00:56:36.960 
Jamie Strange: invasive plants and receive a native prairie or replanted native prairie you might 
want to come in with herbicides to eliminate some of that weed pressure so that you can get 
your Perry established um. 
 
342 
00:56:37.710 --> 00:56:50.220 
Jamie Strange: that's that's pretty common practice and and if you're using it around for spot 
treatments, maybe that's fine you know a lot of the herbicides direct contact on bees are less 
dangerous, but if you're removing flowering species. 
 
343 
00:56:51.540 --> 00:56:57.330 
Jamie Strange: There there's definite harms there can be arms there and and I would say that 
you know these are chemicals. 
 
344 
00:56:58.350 --> 00:57:10.230 



Jamie Strange: I would not personally drink Roundup um and I wouldn't spray it directly on to 
bees, because they're organic chemicals that can have negative impact so. 
 
345 
00:57:10.590 --> 00:57:17.220 
Jamie Strange: i'm in the same way that we wouldn't drink gasoline so they're you know they're 
chemicals that we need to be careful of. 
 
346 
00:57:18.150 --> 00:57:26.700 
Jamie Strange: I again i'm not an expert on chemistry and Toxicology, so I don't want to say too 
much about it, but I know that you need to be careful with the meaning to follow the label and. 
 
347 
00:57:27.540 --> 00:57:34.980 
Jamie Strange: And and be respectful of that night and there are ongoing efforts to understand 
and regulate these things so. 
 
348 
00:57:36.930 --> 00:57:37.440 
Jamie Strange: elder care. 
 
349 
00:57:37.980 --> 00:57:43.410 
Denise Ellsworth: How do you feel about insect houses for solitary bees and how they should be 
used or. 
 
350 
00:57:43.740 --> 00:57:44.520 
Denise Ellsworth: And are cleaned. 
 
351 
00:57:45.720 --> 00:57:49.800 
Jamie Strange: yeah i'm a big fan of the hotels, I think they're great. 
 
352 
00:57:51.090 --> 00:58:02.820 
Jamie Strange: You know there's a broad spectrum of of what you can do with these you can 
put them out, you can get the ones with the little straws that you remove and clean every year 
and and. 
 
353 
00:58:03.420 --> 00:58:07.680 
Jamie Strange: And and clean that up to get rid of pathogens and parasites that are in there. 



 
354 
00:58:08.460 --> 00:58:12.030 
Jamie Strange: i've done, you know a lot of my expertise is on. 
 
355 
00:58:12.420 --> 00:58:18.510 
Jamie Strange: Looking at pathogens and parasites I love them I think they're really cool and I 
like to know how they interact with the organisms. 
 
356 
00:58:18.720 --> 00:58:32.970 
Jamie Strange: I like to see that system that ecosystem functioning so i'm probably a little 
Messier than most people would be but um, but you can you know, create an area that 
becomes just you know full of parasites and pathogens, where your normal bees or less. 
 
357 
00:58:34.020 --> 00:58:37.380 
Jamie Strange: they're not syncing on bees, the bees that you want to pollinate your your. 
 
358 
00:58:37.950 --> 00:58:47.400 
Jamie Strange: Plants around your House and and on your property where they're 
disadvantaged and so on keeping those things they not spreading disease all around is probably 
a good idea um. 
 
359 
00:58:48.030 --> 00:59:03.060 
Jamie Strange: So I sort of go for that middle ground, I want to see these things I want to be 
able to observe the the different organisms that are using these and and watch them, but at 
the same time not moving those around the landscape and spreading them everywhere is 
useful. 
 
360 
00:59:05.670 --> 00:59:13.350 
Denise Ellsworth: Okay So how do you feel about the murder hornet and is it going to have an 
effect on North American be population, so you get to use your crystal ball here. 
 
361 
00:59:13.740 --> 00:59:21.240 
Jamie Strange: Oh yeah this is now now we're going out way on the limb, this is a complete 
speculation i'm i'm not particularly concerned about the murder hornet. 
 
362 



00:59:21.720 --> 00:59:28.500 
Jamie Strange: You know I think locally in my cats about to join us, everyone, so, if you like, cats 
here she comes. 
 
363 
00:59:29.370 --> 00:59:37.350 
Jamie Strange: The the murder hornet um you know I think locally, it could cause problems for 
certain beekeepers I don't want to downplay it as an issue if if you are a beekeeper and they're. 
 
364 
00:59:37.590 --> 00:59:45.600 
Jamie Strange: they're affecting you right now, they seem you know relatively relegated to the 
Pacific Northwest there's folks up there monitoring them and trying to work on eradication 
protocols. 
 
365 
00:59:47.220 --> 00:59:50.940 
Jamie Strange: That would be the ideal it's an invasive species, we don't need it here we don't 
want it here. 
 
366 
00:59:51.330 --> 01:00:03.390 
Jamie Strange: um but, as you know whether or not it's going to you know they seem to be 
passed primarily of honey bee colonies, so I don't think we have a lot of evidence, they go after 
native bees at this point, although they may go after some. 
 
367 
01:00:03.930 --> 01:00:17.760 
Jamie Strange: um, but I think you know it's a it's probably not the thing you know of the things 
we need to really worry about right now there are people working on it and until they tell us we 
should panic i'm don't think we should. 
 
368 
01:00:19.980 --> 01:00:24.960 
Denise Ellsworth: Can you talk about commercial pollinators and whether they out compete 
some of our native bees. 
 
369 
01:00:26.460 --> 01:00:36.990 
Jamie Strange: there's the million dollar question um yeah so there's a growing body of 
evidence that commercial pollinators are competing with. 
 
370 
01:00:37.920 --> 01:00:47.130 



Jamie Strange: Our native bees, we It makes sense there's you know just logically if you put 
more bees in an environment they're going to use more resources. 
 
371 
01:00:47.490 --> 01:00:55.800 
Jamie Strange: um so yeah do they compete native bees, yes, are they out competing native 
bees well that's a little loaded because then we have to define without competing means and. 
 
372 
01:00:56.520 --> 01:01:02.340 
Jamie Strange: Is that that we're seeing like they're driving these to extinction, are you just 
talking about like well they're. 
 
373 
01:01:02.700 --> 01:01:13.380 
Jamie Strange: they're beating them to some resources and stripping it out so yeah I think 
there's definite competition my real concern more than necessarily direct competition for food 
resources. 
 
374 
01:01:14.040 --> 01:01:23.010 
Jamie Strange: is more, the issue that when we move a colony and Bumblebee say we buy a 
Bumblebee colony and we've got it we move it to another place. 
 
375 
01:01:23.670 --> 01:01:31.560 
Jamie Strange: we're moving everything that's in that colony, with it, so any disease that's in 
there any parasites that are in there, those are being moved. 
 
376 
01:01:31.770 --> 01:01:40.650 
Jamie Strange: And I said I like diseases and parasites, remember, I said I want to watch them in 
one place, I don't want to move them around right, and so I think that's the big threat that we 
run into. 
 
377 
01:01:40.950 --> 01:01:57.480 
Jamie Strange: With these and we've seen it over and over again that native these populations 
get sick and it's often tied to commercial be movements so um, we have to be really careful we 
need to make sure that our commercial bees are clean and that their disease free one we're 
moving them around. 
 
378 
01:01:59.520 --> 01:02:02.580 



Denise Ellsworth: Okay there's a couple of questions about high temperatures on one. 
 
379 
01:02:03.000 --> 01:02:13.320 
Denise Ellsworth: Few questions are around why bees preferred hot dry places and then kind of 
an aside, are what about these fluctuating temperatures, we in Ohio have had some. 
 
380 
01:02:13.560 --> 01:02:27.330 
Denise Ellsworth: Really warm early you know hot actually 90s early spring temperatures and 
some very low temperatures others in the other parts of had similar fluctuations and how does 
that affect these hey kitty. 
 
381 
01:02:27.690 --> 01:02:28.830 
Jamie Strange: You want to answer this question. 
 
382 
01:02:29.940 --> 01:02:43.230 
Jamie Strange: The yeah I think it's a great it's a great question, so I would say derbies prefer 
hot dry temperatures well some do and that's you know, we obviously there are a lot of species 
that that occupy those areas, and that is. 
 
383 
01:02:45.210 --> 01:02:51.840 
Jamie Strange: Maybe due to seasonality that longer seasons, they there's a there can actually 
be a lot of flow resources and hot dry places and a lot of. 
 
384 
01:02:53.460 --> 01:02:54.000 
Jamie Strange: A lot of. 
 
385 
01:02:55.800 --> 01:03:10.050 
Jamie Strange: A lot of different habitats microhabitats that evolve in these deserts around 
stream areas and around mountain tops and and things like that so there's a lot of chances and 
a lot of niches for bees to occupy so that may be why there's we see a higher diversity there. 
 
386 
01:03:11.910 --> 01:03:22.440 
Jamie Strange: But remember you know bumblebees tend to increasing diversity, the higher up 
the mountain you go or the farther North you go so some groups of bees actually do really well 
in these cooler. 
 



387 
01:03:23.100 --> 01:03:35.730 
Jamie Strange: weather environments as well, so um, so there are you know just because 
there's only a few species doesn't mean there are a lot of bs because when you bumblebees 
you get these colonies that can be pretty large and occupied space on. 
 
388 
01:03:36.240 --> 01:03:39.750 
Jamie Strange: The second part of the question was about changing temperatures right. 
 
389 
01:03:40.110 --> 01:03:50.910 
Denise Ellsworth: fluctuations in the spring and several people noted that they weren't seeing a 
lot of bs the spring, and so is that related to temperature fluctuations had a big deal with that 
yeah. 
 
390 
01:03:50.970 --> 01:04:00.270 
Jamie Strange: um yeah so temperature fluctuations can be can be tricky a lot of bees have 
there are a lot of these have pretty good adaptations to getting away from heat. 
 
391 
01:04:00.810 --> 01:04:11.820 
Jamie Strange: On the ground, nesting bees, for example, when you get a couple inches under 
the soil on it gets pretty comfortable on that that soil layer moderates temperature changes, a 
lot it's not. 
 
392 
01:04:12.360 --> 01:04:25.950 
Jamie Strange: You know, a panacea, the bees themselves can actually get get too warm floral 
resources can dry up and disappear, certainly if you're seeing that workflow recent sources and 
drying up you're going to see fewer bees in that environment i'm. 
 
393 
01:04:26.670 --> 01:04:35.610 
Jamie Strange: Bees do tend to be fairly adaptable, but, but there are some that experienced 
those temperature stresses, we don't know a ton about it at this point, we do know that. 
 
394 
01:04:36.180 --> 01:04:43.980 
Jamie Strange: Some studies have shown that within bumblebees that are pretty well studied 
that the the ranges that they occupy seem to be moving north. 
 
395 



01:04:44.430 --> 01:04:53.370 
Jamie Strange: On the southern edge of those ranges so um it does seem that and we also 
know that they're also moving in the West Western US and Canada they're moving up 
mountain ranges so. 
 
396 
01:04:53.610 --> 01:05:01.170 
Jamie Strange: Those that used to occur, close to the base of mountains are now moving up and 
occurring at higher elevations as climate changes so. 
 
397 
01:05:01.650 --> 01:05:04.800 
Jamie Strange: We do know that there are some impacts of climate change on be distributions. 
 
398 
01:05:05.220 --> 01:05:13.230 
Jamie Strange: We know we have a long way to go before I think we can answer some of those 
questions about what happens as far as like seeing, not a lot of bees this spring versus. 
 
399 
01:05:14.130 --> 01:05:23.280 
Jamie Strange: Last spring, you know again a lot of that will depend on just those natural 
fluctuations and populations, some of which are. 
 
400 
01:05:23.880 --> 01:05:30.060 
Jamie Strange: can do a species in some of which maybe it's an hour, maybe one year, you have 
low be populations in extreme high be populations. 
 
401 
01:05:30.480 --> 01:05:37.200 
Jamie Strange: It could be driven by weather events or climate, it could also be driven by 
pathogens, pesticides and other things. 
 
402 
01:05:37.680 --> 01:05:45.000 
Jamie Strange: without knowing that habitat in studying it's really hard to sort of speculate 
broadly what causes those it's. 
 
403 
01:05:45.240 --> 01:05:50.430 
Jamie Strange: It is one of the frustrating things because people ask the question all time I 
haven't seen any visa spring what's going on and i'm like I don't know. 
 



404 
01:05:51.120 --> 01:06:02.580 
Jamie Strange: I, I can tell you about my garden but um but beyond that, if you really do have to 
spend a lot of time studying these habitats, to get the idea of where things are moving on and 
long trends. 
 
405 
01:06:04.470 --> 01:06:15.870 
Denise Ellsworth: If a lot of really great questions folks thanks for for typing all those and here's 
another one that's rather difficult to answer, maybe big to answer um does mosquito spraying 
and neighborhood effect bees and how. 
 
406 
01:06:17.370 --> 01:06:36.150 
Jamie Strange: yeah that's a that's a great question so um you know mosquito abatement is is 
important because mosquitoes are you know disease vectors there you know nuisances etc, I 
would say that, being involved in in your community and knowing a what's being sprayed. 
 
407 
01:06:37.290 --> 01:06:49.560 
Jamie Strange: Understanding when it's being sprayed and why those are all important things 
some there are mosquito spray which are not toxic to be so there's these biological spraying 
agents that just simply don't affect these. 
 
408 
01:06:50.730 --> 01:07:00.630 
Jamie Strange: BT sprays, and things like that there are other sprays, which you can have an 
effect on these um I think like fogging entire neighborhoods it's probably a bad. 
 
409 
01:07:01.080 --> 01:07:10.980 
Jamie Strange: thing, but certainly spot spray for mosquitoes and you know mosquito controls 
that are put into aquatic environments, they are going to affect bees. 
 
410 
01:07:11.730 --> 01:07:22.620 
Jamie Strange: Directly so yeah it's that's a that's a very difficult one um but yeah I think you 
should find out what's being sprayed when it's being sprayed. 
 
411 
01:07:23.040 --> 01:07:32.160 
Jamie Strange: And then I would actually recommend talking to your county extension agents 
about whether they think that's going to be an issue with bees or not, if you're concerned 
about your bees and how they're impacted. 



 
412 
01:07:33.750 --> 01:07:36.510 
Jamie Strange: that's usually a great source of information going through extension. 
 
413 
01:07:37.950 --> 01:07:40.830 
Denise Ellsworth: Great do adult bees ever eat pollen. 
 
414 
01:07:41.670 --> 01:07:48.270 
Jamie Strange: yeah they do in fact most adult bees will consume some amount of pollen as 
adults. 
 
415 
01:07:48.690 --> 01:07:58.230 
Jamie Strange: If you think about it, the those female bees are growing their ovaries and they're 
you know over pausing these eggs eggs take a lot of protein to produce an egg. 
 
416 
01:07:58.650 --> 01:08:05.220 
Jamie Strange: On in a be just like it does in a chicken and so you so as a female be you have to. 
 
417 
01:08:05.640 --> 01:08:16.020 
Jamie Strange: eat some form of protein and you can't just feed on nectar, it has to be that 
protein comes from pollen generally speaking so yeah they're eating some pollen they're 
digesting it it's not the main part of their. 
 
418 
01:08:16.500 --> 01:08:27.540 
Jamie Strange: diet, but it is an important part of their diet So yes, most female bees are 
feeding on I say most because i'm sure there's an exception someone will point out to me if I 
don't say that but most are feeding on some pollen. 
 
419 
01:08:28.800 --> 01:08:29.070 
Jamie Strange: Okay. 
 
420 
01:08:29.250 --> 01:08:34.710 
Denise Ellsworth: we'll just do a couple more questions but here's one I know you're like to 
answer how's the new Bumblebee queen created. 
 



421 
01:08:36.960 --> 01:08:43.890 
Jamie Strange: A question so uh you know, this is actually one of the great great mysteries of 
Bumblebee production um. 
 
422 
01:08:44.400 --> 01:08:54.450 
Jamie Strange: As a company grows you get the colony gets to a certain size throughout the 
year and there's been some studies on some species abundantly, so this is a generalization 
across 260 species, based on. 
 
423 
01:08:54.930 --> 01:09:07.770 
Jamie Strange: One or two studies on the to Connie will grow and gentlemen, what we find is 
when the colony starts to get crowded, so it gets to a certain size um they switch from. 
 
424 
01:09:08.430 --> 01:09:15.720 
Jamie Strange: from producing more workers that are going to forage more and bringing more 
resources to producing males and new Queens. 
 
425 
01:09:16.590 --> 01:09:27.090 
Jamie Strange: And at this tipping point in the colony, it seems that it is sparked by the size of 
the colony, not by resource availability or. 
 
426 
01:09:27.810 --> 01:09:36.420 
Jamie Strange: there's maybe some tie ins to day length and and how back use it in, but 
essentially unlike honey bees, the bees, they want to make a new Queen. 
 
427 
01:09:36.750 --> 01:09:43.020 
Jamie Strange: They take a few of the individuals in the con and they feed them this really rich 
diet of Royal jelly that's. 
 
428 
01:09:43.650 --> 01:09:55.470 
Jamie Strange: Monday bueller grant bland excretion so be vomit um that they're giving to 
these but it's a really high protein food source that they give exclusively these Queens and a lot 
of it. 
 
429 
01:09:55.860 --> 01:10:05.700 



Jamie Strange: To make them big with bumblebees there's no specialized food source it's just 
more pollen and so they're giving more and more pollen and makes the bees queen bees 
bigger. 
 
430 
01:10:06.120 --> 01:10:15.000 
Jamie Strange: On and that seems to be what triggers it not the quality of the diet, but the 
quantity of the diet that really makes the Queens. 
 
431 
01:10:17.880 --> 01:10:25.470 
Denise Ellsworth: And then there was a follow up question about how many Queens per ness 
just kind of an average is there a or does it just depend so much. 
 
432 
01:10:25.800 --> 01:10:32.940 
Jamie Strange: yeah so i'll say the common Eastern Bumblebee which is bombus and patients 
it's the one that's commercially available if you wanted to buy it in eastern us on. 
 
433 
01:10:33.600 --> 01:10:45.900 
Jamie Strange: You might get say 50 to 100 Queens from a single nest quite a few a, by 
contrast, there are some other species that would produce many fewer so. 
 
434 
01:10:47.070 --> 01:11:01.590 
Jamie Strange: The brown belted Bumblebee bombus Grazia colas is going to produce 20 to 50 
so i'm Queens per nest so there's a different space on the species on but yeah a big Bumblebee 
I want to dug up out in the west of Boston sense key. 
 
435 
01:11:02.430 --> 01:11:15.780 
Jamie Strange: Bumblebee nest with another guy it was under the little kids play House we 
tipped it over and there I would guess, there were 200 queen bumblebees and that nest it was 
enormous so yeah revert up to potential can be very high. 
 
436 
01:11:17.010 --> 01:11:19.170 
Jamie Strange: But it can also be for some species pretty small. 
 
437 
01:11:20.430 --> 01:11:30.030 



Denise Ellsworth: Okay, and speaking of really small let's have our last question be about how 
do we see these little tiny bees many bees are really difficult to see, we need to look at small 
characteristics. 
 
438 
01:11:30.420 --> 01:11:40.140 
Denise Ellsworth: Do you have suggestions for handheld magnifier or dissecting scopes or Apps 
on the phone anything any help to help us all see what what you see. 
 
439 
01:11:40.860 --> 01:11:55.290 
Jamie Strange: yeah so I mean if you're looking you're talking about live bees or Okay, so if 
you're talking about like these flowers your best bets to probably get a really good camera i'm 
item I know nothing about photography. 
 
440 
01:11:56.370 --> 01:12:04.170 
Jamie Strange: Really, my wife Maybe she can come in and talk, but I i'm not a photographer, so 
I would say, a good camera and a lot of practice and there are. 
 
441 
01:12:04.860 --> 01:12:13.020 
Jamie Strange: folks out there that offer actually classes Alex wild done at university Texas 
offers classes on insect photography you can put a little plug there for Alex. 
 
442 
01:12:13.590 --> 01:12:23.910 
Jamie Strange: You can enroll in his classes and learn how to do insect photography um there's 
a but i'd say like one great way to do it is if you're if you've got a net with a fine mesh. 
 
443 
01:12:24.630 --> 01:12:31.860 
Jamie Strange: Net bag to it, you can catch these you can put them in a little vial and chill them 
in your refrigerator they quit moving. 
 
444 
01:12:32.190 --> 01:12:37.350 
Jamie Strange: On and then put them under a microscope and there are a number of 
microscopes available that are. 
 
445 
01:12:37.710 --> 01:12:45.270 
Jamie Strange: Are not super expensive there's you can buy these ones called diner lights, 
which are you plug them into your computer they've got a you little USB plug. 



 
446 
01:12:45.630 --> 01:12:55.470 
Jamie Strange: And you can use these diner lights on their handheld digital microscopes are 
about $100 there's some cheaper ones out there, too, and you can find that that are not too 
bad um. 
 
447 
01:12:55.980 --> 01:13:06.120 
Jamie Strange: or simply a magnifying glass or hand lens I would get something that's at least 20 
magnesium 10 to 20 magnification probably 20 good for these little tiny things but. 
 
448 
01:13:06.630 --> 01:13:16.200 
Jamie Strange: um yeah that's that's my advice there's you it depends, how much money you 
want to spend but there's definitely resources out there if you're interested great. 
 
449 
01:13:16.470 --> 01:13:28.260 
Denise Ellsworth: Thanks so much Jamie for a great talk and great resources folks lots of you 
have put thank us into the chat box, I appreciate that I know Jamie does as well i'm sorry we 
didn't get to all those 91 questions that weren't answered yet. 
 
450 
01:13:28.320 --> 01:13:35.970 
Denise Ellsworth: But really appreciate you and folks thanks for for coming we'll have the 
recording posted hopefully by the end of today or. 
 
451 
01:13:36.300 --> 01:13:48.450 
Denise Ellsworth: Perhaps tomorrow, but I hope to see you all next month, I will have olivia 
Carril here author and biologist and in front of jamie's so thanks again thanks everybody for 
coming and enjoy your day. 
 
452 
01:13:48.960 --> 01:13:50.940 
Jamie Strange: hey Denise thanks for hosting this was great. 
 


